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The present study addressed the relation between body semantics (i.e. semantic knowledge about the human
body) and spatial body representations, by presenting participants with word pairs, one below the other, re-
ferring to body parts. The spatial position of the word pairs could be congruent (e.g. EYE / MOUTH) or incon-
gruent (MOUTH / EYE) with respect to the spatial position of the words’ referents. In addition, the spatial
distance between the words’ referents was varied, resulting in word pairs referring to body parts that are
close (e.g. EYE / MOUTH) or far in space (e.g. EYE / FOOT). A spatial congruency effect was observed when
subjects made an iconicity judgment (Experiments 2 and 3) but not when making a semantic relatedness
judgment (Experiment 1). In addition, when making a semantic relatedness judgment (Experiment 1) reac-
tion times increased with increased distance between the body parts but when making an iconicity judgment
(Experiments 2 and 3) reaction times decreased with increased distance. These findings suggest that the pro-
cessing of body-semantics results in the activation of a detailed visuo-spatial body representation that is
modulated by the specific task requirements. We discuss these new data with respect to theories of embod-
ied cognition and body semantics.
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1. Introduction

Imagine the following simple experiment. Show a four-year-old
boy the picture of an airplane and ask him to indicate the position
of the eyes and arms of the plane. Probably without problems he
will point to respectively the cockpit and the wings. As the example
illustrates, young children already have a clear representation of the
spatial relation between different body parts and the words referring
to these body parts. In addition, children can easily transfer this
knowledge to other animals and even artifacts as the example
showed, via a process referred to as analogical reasoning (Gentner,
1977). Developmental studies indicate that the ability to identify
body parts in response to verbal cues gradually emerges during the
second year of life (Slaughter & Heron, 2004; Witt, Cermak, & Coster,
1990) and goes hand in hand with the acquisition of an abstract
visuo-spatial representation of the human body (Buxbaum & Coslett,
2001).

The strong association between body words and space is abun-
dant in our everyday language as well, as evidenced for instance by
expressions like ‘from top to toe’, ‘at arm's length’, or ‘up to one's
knees’. Although usually body words and space are strongly linked,
in some cases this association can break down and body knowledge
can be selectively impaired, at either a visuo-spatial or a semantic
level. For instance, an impairment in the visuo-spatial representa-
tion of the human body can be observed in patients characterized
by auto/ heterotopagnosia, who often display difficulties with point-
ing to named body parts on oneself, on the body of another person or
on a line drawing (Felician, Ceccaldi, Didic, Thinus-Blanc, & Poncet,
2003; Sirigu, Grafman, Bressler, & Sunderland, 1991). Interestingly,
such deficits appear to be unrelated to a general deficit in spatial
abilities or in semantic naming difficulties, as evidenced by a spared
performance when animals or manmade object parts are used in-
stead. Thereby, this patients’ behavior stands in contrast with the
difficulties experienced by patients with a specific loss of body se-
mantics (Coslett, Saffran, & Schwoebel, 2002; Kemmerer & Tranel,
2008; Laiacona, Allamano, Lorenzi, & Capitani, 2006; Schwoebel,
Buxbaum, & Coslett, 2004; Schwoebel & Coslett, 2005; Shelton,
Fouch, & Caramazza, 1998; Suzuki, Yamadori, Fuji, & Abe, 1997).
These patients are unable to understand the meaning of words refer-
ring to body parts and to relate a word referring to a body part to its
referent. Based on these findings it has been suggested that body se-
mantics, i.e. semantic knowledge of the human body, comprises a
distinct conceptual category that can be selectively impaired or
spared (Coslett et al., 2002).

Recent studies suggest that body semantics are strongly linked to
a spatial representation of the human body, containing veridical in-
formation about the relative distance between body parts (Smeets,
Klugkist, Rooden, Anema, & Postma, 2009; Struiksma, Noordzij, &
Postma, 2011). In these experiments subjects were asked to compare
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the relative distance between different pairs of body parts (e.g. com-
pare the distance between one's ears to the distance between one's
hips). It was found that reaction times decreased and accuracy in-
creased with increasing physical distance differences between the
body pairs. For instance, subjects responded faster and more accu-
rately when comparing body parts with a large distance difference
(e.g. ‘ear–ear’ vs. ‘hip–hip’) than when comparing body pairs with a
small distance difference (e.g. ‘shoulder–shoulder’ vs. ‘hip–hip’). In
addition, in a property verification study it was found that subjects
responded faster to body part items that were preceded by body
parts in close compared to far spatial proximity (Struiksma et al.,
2011). The authors suggest that subjects likely accessed a veridical
spatial representation of the human body when processing body se-
mantics, both in a distance comparison task and in a property verifi-
cation task.

These findings have been interpreted as evidence for an embodied
approach to cognition, according to which word meaning is grounded
in modality-specific representations (for review, see: Borghi & Cimatti,
2010; Fischer & Zwaan, 2008). Further support for this view is found
for instance in behavioral studies, showing that participants responded
faster in a property verification task if the preceding word represented
properties from the same instead of a different sensory modality (e.g.,
gustatory, auditory, or visual; Pecher, Zeelenberg, & Barsalou, 2003).
Neuroimaging studies have extended these data and provided support
for the notion that the reading of words is accompanied by activation
in modality-specific brain areas, as evidenced by the finding that the
reading of action verbs orwords referring tomanipulable objects results
in the activation of motor-related brain areas (e.g. Pulvermuller, 2005),
whereas the processing ofwords forwhich visual properties are a defin-
ing feature (e.g. animals or fruits) results in the activation of visual brain
regions (Martin, Wiggs, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 1996). Similarly, when
processing words referring to body parts, participants probably rely
on a spatial representation of the human body, as evidenced by thefind-
ing of a distance effect for body parts that are further away as compared
to those that are closer in physical space (cf. Smeets et al., 2009;
Struiksma et al., 2011).

However, two as yet unresolved issues with respect to the relation
between body semantics and spatial body representations are the fol-
lowing. First, it is unclear whether the spatial body representation
contains only information about the relative position of different
body parts (e.g. the relative distance between one's nose and one's
belly button; cf. Smeets et al., 2009; Struiksma et al., 2011) or about
the absolute position of body parts as well (e.g. knowing that in an up-
right position one's nose is located above one's belly button). Several
studies have shown that humans have an internal model of gravity,
resulting in a visual processing advantage for bodies that are aligned
with the observer's body axis (Reed, Stone, Bozova, & Tanaka, 2003;
Westhoff & Troje, 2007) and in effects of the observer's body orienta-
tion on the visual judgment of human bodies (Lobmaier & Mast,
2007; Lopez, Bachofner, Mercier, & Blanke, 2009). Similarly, it could
well be that the processing of body semantics is accompanied by
the activation of a spatial body representation, specifying the absolute
position of body parts—as if the body is viewed from a 3 rd person
perspective.

Second, it remains to be determined how fine-grained the spatial
body representation is that is activated upon reading words referring
to body parts. Previous studies on body semantics have investigated
the relation between different body parts only at a coarse level (i.e.
small vs. large distances). However, patient studies indicate that the
spatial body representation can be impaired at a very specific level,
as evidenced for instance by patients with prosopagnosia, who are
specifically impaired in their knowledge about the spatial relation be-
tween face parts (Barton, 2003), or patients with finger agnosia, who
are no longer able to identify their individual fingers (Rusconi, Pinel,
Dehaene, & Kleinschmidt, 2010). Based on these findings, it is to be
expected that body semantics are strongly linked to a detailed
visuo-spatial body representation, specifying not only the relation be-
tween body parts that belong to a different category (i.e. the parton-
omy of head, trunk, arm and leg; Andersen, 1978), but that are part of
the same category as well (e.g. knowing that the mouth is closer to
the nose than to the eyes).

To address these issues, we employed an experimental paradigm
that combined two previously well-established findings, namely the
spatial congruency effect and the symbolic distance effect, and applied it
to the domain of body semantics. Several studies have shown a spatial
congruency effect for word pairs that are presented in a spatial position
that is congruent to the actual position of the words’ referents (also re-
ferred to as 'an iconic relationship between words and their meaning';
cf. Louwerse & Jeuniaux, 2010; Zwaan & Yaxley, 2003a, 2003b). For in-
stance, subjects are faster to identify if twowords belong to the same se-
mantic category if the words are presented in a congruent spatial
position (e.g. the word ‘attic’ presented above ‘basement’), compared
to an incongruent spatial position (e.g. the word ‘basement’ presented
above ‘attic’). Similarly, when applied to the domain of body semantics
subjects may be faster in identifying body parts presented in a congru-
ent compared to an incongruent spatial position. Such a finding would
provide evidence for the notion that in addition to having a spatial rep-
resentation of the relative distance between body parts (Struiksma et al.,
2011), humans use their implicit knowledge about the absolute position
of body parts as well, when processing body semantics.

In addition, previous studies have shown that when subjects are
asked to estimate which is the larger of two items, their response
times decrease as the difference between the sizes increases, which is
known as the symbolic distance effect (Moyer & Bayer, 1976; Moyer &
Landauer, 1967). Symbolic distance effects have been found when par-
ticipants compared the sizes of familiar objects from memory (Dean,
Dewhurst, Morris, & Whittaker, 2005; Marschark, 1983; McGonigle &
Chalmers, 1984; Paivio, 1975) or the relative distance between body
parts (Smeets et al., 2009; Struiksma et al., 2011) and these findings
have been interpreted as evidence for the involvement of analog repre-
sentations in visual imagery, by showing that the same principles that
apply to visual processing apply to visual imagery. On the other hand,
studies using the image scanning paradigmhave shown that themental
scanning time across a visual image of a spatial configuration increases
with increased distance between two points in the configuration
(Borst, Kosslyn, & Denis, 2006; Iachini & Giusberti, 1996; Kosslyn, Ball,
& Reiser, 1978). An intriguing question is if subjects implicitly retrieve
detailed information about the relative distance between body parts,
when making a semantic categorization on words referring to body
parts or when making a judgment about the spatial representation of
the human body. In other words, in the present study we investigated
whether response times towords referring to bodypartsweremodulat-
ed by the spatial proximity of the body parts and if so, if the pattern
would be consistent with the mental scanning hypothesis or the sym-
bolic distance effect.

Thus, in the present study subjects were presented with word
pairs referring to body parts. The spatial position of the word pairs
could be congruent (e.g. eye above mouth: EYE/MOUTH) or incongru-
ent (MOUTH/EYE) with respect to the spatial position of the words’
referents. In addition, we manipulated at a fine-grained level the spa-
tial distance on a human body that exists between the words’ refer-
ents (body distance), resulting in word pairs referring to body parts
that are close (e.g. EYE/MOUTH) or far in space (e.g. EYE/FOOT).
These stimuli were used in three separate experiments to investigate
under what conditions detailed spatial information about the human
body is activated when processing body semantics.

In the first experiment, following Zwaan and Yaxley (2003a, 2003b),
subjects were required to make a semantic relatedness judgment in re-
sponse to the word pairs presented on the screen, by deciding whether
both words belonged to the same semantic category (animals vs. body
parts) or not. Although subjects did not explicitly make a distance com-
parison, it could well be that during a semantic categorization task
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(Experiment 1) subjects implicitly activate a visual representation of
the human body to determine whether both words are part of the
same semantic category. The use of a visual representation to determine
if two words are part of the same object should be reflected in an in-
crease in reaction times with increased distance between body parts,
conform the mental scanning hypothesis (Borghi, Glenberg, & Kaschak,
2004; Borst et al., 2006; Iachini & Giusberti, 1996; Kosslyn et al., 1978).

Previous studies have shown that visuo-spatial effects during lan-
guage processing are strongly driven by task requirements (Louwerse
& Jeuniaux, 2008, 2010). For instance, paying attention to the action-
related properties of objects (e.g. a tennis ball, a hammer) resulted in
increased activation in motor-related brain areas, whereas attending
to the visual properties of these same objects has been associated
with increased visual activation (van Dam et al., in press). To study
the top-down effects of task requirements on the relation between
body semantics and spatial body representations, in the 2nd and
3rd experiment subjects performed an iconicity judgment task, decid-
ing whether the spatial position of words referring to body parts on
the screen was congruent or incongruent with respect to the position
of the real-world referents of these words. Whereas in the first exper-
iment the visual perspective was left implicit, in the second experi-
ment the iconicity judgment required subjects to represent human
bodies as viewed from a 3rd person perspective. This manipulation
likely results in the activation of information about the absolute rath-
er than the relative spatial position of body parts and as a conse-
quence, in the second experiment we expected a spatial congruency
effect, reflected in faster reaction times for body words represented
in a congruent compared to an incongruent spatial position. The ico-
nicity judgment task requires a comparison between an observed
spatial arrangement (i.e. the words on the screen) and a memorized
spatial arrangement (i.e. one's spatial body representation). Please
note that the distance difference between the words on the screen
remained constant (i.e. small), while the distance of the memorized
spatial arrangement varied. As a consequence the implicit compari-
son between the observed and the memorized spatial representation
could result in a symbolic distance effect, reflected in faster reaction
times for body parts that are far in space (Moyer & Bayer, 1976).

Finally, previous studies have shown a hemispheric specialization
for spatial iconicity effects (Zwaan & Yaxley, 2003a) and for the pro-
cessing of body semantics (Coslett et al., 2002; Laiacona et al., 2006;
Schwoebel & Coslett, 2005). To investigate hemispheric specialization
with respect to the processing of body semantics, in a third experi-
ment subjects performed an iconicity judgment task while words
were presented to the left and right visual field.

2. Experiment 1: Semantic relatedness judgment

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants
In the first experiment 21 subjects participated (8 females, mean

age=20.6 years), who received a financial remuneration for partici-
pation. Subjects declared themselves through informal verbal inquiry
to be right-handed and to be French native speakers.

2.1.2. Stimuli
As target stimuli we used 38 words referring to perceptually identi-

fiable parts of the human body. The relative vertical position of the body
partswas determined by projecting a grid over a schematic picture of an
upright standing human body (see Fig. 1A). Accordingly, eachwordwas
assigned a value between 1 and 10, depending on the vertical position
of the body part that the word referred to (i.e. 1=hair, 10=toes). For
the experimentwe constructedword pairs referring to body parts vary-
ing in relative distance. To this end we used an automated procedure,
whereby two words were randomly selected. Based on the relative dis-
tance between the body parts that the words referred to, the word pair
was assigned to one of 9 different categories (1=close, 9=far). This
procedure was repeated for each participant until 20 word pairs were
assigned to each of the 9 different categories. The rationale for creating
different stimulus pairs for different participants was that the number
of possible combinations of different body parts yielding different cate-
gories was bigger than the number of stimulus presentations per sub-
ject. By randomly creating stimulus pairs for different subjects we
ensured that no systematic bias was introduced at the level of the stim-
uli. Each word pair was once presented in a congruent spatial position
(e.g. eye abovemouth: EYE/MOUTH) and once in an incongruent spatial
position (MOUTH/EYE). Thus in total as target stimuli we used 360
word pairs referring to body parts according to a: 2 (spatial position:
congruent vs. incongruent)×9 (distance: 1=close, 9=far)×20 repeti-
tions design. In additionwe included 38fillerwords referring to animals
thatwerematched for frequency andword lengthwith thewords refer-
ring to body parts (New, Pallier, Brysbaert, & Ferrand, 2004).

In total we presented 840 trials: 420 trials (50%) in which both
words were from the same semantic category and 420 trials (50%)
in which the words were from a different semantic category. The
420 trials, in which both words were from the same category, con-
sisted of 360 word pairs (42.9%) referring to body parts and 60
word pairs referring to animals (7.1%). The 420 trials in which the
words were from a different semantic category consisted of 210 trials
(25%) in which the upper word referred to an animal and the lower
word to a body part and 210 trials (25%) in which the lower word re-
ferred to an animal and the upper word to a body part. Please note
that with this design the relevant task dimension (semantic related-
ness) was equally balanced in terms of the number of yes and no re-
sponses, while subjects always made the same response to target
stimuli (word pairs referring to body parts) in a congruent and incon-
gruent position.

2.1.3. Design and procedure
In the first experiment participants made a semantic relatedness

judgment. Participants were instructed to indicate whether two si-
multaneously presented words were from the same category (body
parts or animals) or not. Subjects were told that the words would al-
ways refer to either a body part and / or an animal. If the words were
from the same category (50% of all trials), half of all participants were
instructed to press the left button, but if the words were from a differ-
ent category (50% of all trials), participants had to press the right but-
ton. The other half of all participants received opposite instructions.
Subjects always responded with their right hand.

Each trial started with a fixation cross for 1000 to 2000 ms, after
which the word pair appeared centrally on the screen to which the
subject responded. If the subject did not respond within 3000 ms
after stimulus onset the next trial was initiated. A short error message
was displayed if an incorrect response was made. Subjects performed
16 practice trials to familiarize with the task. During the experiment
stimuli were presented in small blocks of 60 trials and no feedback
was given about the average performance of the subject. In total the
experiment took about 35 min.

The analysis focused on target trials in which bothwords referred to
body parts. For the analysis, trials with incorrect responses and trials
that exceeded the subject'smean bymore than two standard deviations
were excluded from analysis. Reaction times and error rates to target
trials were analyzed using a 2×9 repeated measures ANOVA with the
factors Congruency (congruent vs. incongruent spatial position) and
Distance (1=close, 9=far).

2.2. Results

On average subjects made incorrect categorizations in 9.4% of all
trials, subjects missed responses in 1.6% of all trials and less than 1%
of all trials were removed because they were more than 2 standard
deviations above or below the subject's average reaction time.



Fig. 1. Grid overlying upright human body and example stimuli. (A) A spatial grid was used to determine the relative vertical position of the different body parts (left side of figure).
Accordingly, the relative distance between body parts could be expressed as a number between 1 and 9 (respectively close and far; right side of figure). (B) Example stimuli used in
the experiment representing word pairs presented in a congruent spatial position (left side) or an incongruent spatial position (right side).
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Comparison of target and filler trials showed that subjects responded
faster to target trials representing two body parts (992 ms, SE=33.6)
compared to filler trials representing a body part and an animal
(1078 ms, SE=37), t(20)b−12.7, pb .001, filler trials representing an
animal and a body part (1078ms, SE=42), t(20)b−8.7, pb .001 and fill-
er trials representing two animals (1104 ms, SE=31.9), t(18)b−5.1,
pb .001. The faster responses to target trials representing two body
parts is likely related to the fact that this stimulus categorywas presented
more often (42.9% of all trials) than the other categories, thereby resulting
in a facilitated recognition. In addition, it should be noted that in French
Fig. 2. Behavioral data from Experiment 1. Error rates (left graph) and reaction times (right gra
distance between the body parts that thewords refer to (D1=close, D9=far). Black lines repre
to word pairs in an incongruent spatial position.
many animal words are highly similar to words referring to body parts
(e.g. cheval [horse] vs cheville [ankle]; pou [louse] vs. pouce [thumb]),
thereby making word pairs referring to both an animal and a body part
possibly more difficult to classify.

Error rates for target trials are represented on the left side of Fig. 2.
No significant effect of Congruency was observed, Fb1.0. A marginally
significant effect of Distance, F(8, 160)=1.7, p=.07, η2=.09, reflected
a trend towards higher error rates with increased distance.

Reaction times for target trials are represented on the right side of
Fig. 2. No main effect of congruency was found, Fb1.0. A significant
ph) for Experiment 1 (semantic relatedness judgment). The x-axis represents the relative
sent responses toword pairs in a congruent spatial position, blue lines represent responses

image of Fig.�2
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main effect of Distance was found, F(8, 160)=2.9, pb .005, η2=.128,
reflecting overall slower reaction times with increased distance. A test
of within-subjects contrasts revealed that the effect of distance was
best accounted for by a cubic contrast, F(1, 20)=12.4, pb .005, η2=.38.

2.2.1. Control for semantic category effects
The first experiment showed a distance effect, reflected in slower re-

action times and increased error rates with increased distance. The cat-
egory with the largest distance difference (D9; see Fig. 1) always
contained body parts at the most upper and lower part of the body.
This category could therefore be considered a semantic category of the
full human body (e.g. ‘fromhead to toe’). To control for the possible con-
found that the distance effects were partly driven by this semantic cate-
gory, we conducted an additional analysis, in which this category was
excluded from analysis. Without category D9, still a strong effect of Dis-
tance was observed in the reaction times, F(7, 140)=2.9, pb .01, and a
marginally significant effect of Distance in the error rates, F(7, 140)=
2.0, p=.055. These findings suggest that the distance effect is not driven
by the semantic category representing themost upper and lower part of
the human body.

2.3. Discussion

In the first experiment subjects made a semantic relatedness judg-
ment to word pairs referring to body parts, to animals or to both. The
spatial congruency and distance of the words referring to body parts
were implicitly manipulated, by including word pairs in a congruent
(EYE/MOUTH) or incongruent position (MOUTH/EYE) and word
pairs referring to body parts that are close (e.g. EYE/MOUTH) or far
in space (e.g. EYE/FOOT). In contrast to previous experiments using
a similar design with words referring to real-world objects (Zwaan
& Yaxley, 2003b), no congruency effect was observed for words refer-
ring to body parts, presented in a congruent compared to an incon-
gruent spatial position. Interestingly, though, an effect of distance
was observed reflected in a slight increase in error rates and reaction
times with increased distance between the body parts. This pattern of
results is consistent with the mental scanning hypothesis, according
to which scanning mental images across further distances takes lon-
ger than across shorter distances (Kosslyn et al., 1978). Therefore,
the finding of a distance effect when subjects performed a semantic
categorization of words referring to body parts could reflect that sub-
jects to some extent activated a visual representation of the human
body, specifying the relative distance between the respective body
parts.

At least two mutually compatible explanations could underlie our
failure to find a clear spatial congruency effect for words referring to
body parts. First, it could be that body parts comprise a special se-
mantic category that differs from ordinary objects in terms of visual
associations. That is, many body parts can be perceived from both a
1st person and a 3 rd person perspective (e.g. legs and arms) and
the spatial congruency of body parts differs strongly with the per-
spective taken (e.g. while lying on the beach in an armchair we see
our own feet in the upper visual field instead of the lower visual
field). In addition, some body parts are more difficult to perceive
(e.g. buttocks, heel) than others (e.g. hand, or arm). Finally, in con-
trast to objects, such as cars or bottles that are sometimes occluded
but can potentially be seen by moving around the object, this is not
always possible with body parts. As a consequence, it could be that
the visuo-spatial properties are less clearly defined for body parts
than for objects.

In addition, it could be that spatial effects during language proces-
sing depend on the nature of the task and that spatial congruency ef-
fects are mainly elicited when subjects explicitly make a judgment
about visual properties of the words’ referents (Louwerse & Jeuniaux,
2008, 2010). Several studies have shown that spatial effects during
language processing are strongly modulated by top-down influences,
such as perceptual ormotor imagery (Hoenig, Sim, Bochev, Herrnberger,
& Kiefer, 2008; Louwerse & Jeuniaux, 2008, 2010; Rueschemeyer,
Lindemann, van Elk, & Bekkering, 2009). Accordingly, it could be
that a spatial congruency effect for body parts is only observed when
the spatial dimension ismade task-relevant and if it is clear to the subject
what type of spatial body representation is relevant (i.e. observing a
human body from a 3rd person perspective).

In sum, the absence of a spatial congruency effect in the first ex-
periment could be related to the fact the spatial relation between
body parts was not clearly defined (i.e. it was unclear whether spatial
congruency was defined with respect to a 1st or 3rd person perspec-
tive) and to the fact that the spatial dimension was not task-relevant.
To control for these possible confounds, we conducted a second ex-
periment in which subjects were presented with the same stimuli
as in the first experiment. In the second experiment subjects were ex-
plicitly instructed to make an iconicity judgment about the word
pairs, deciding whether the spatial position of the words on the
screen was congruent or incongruent with respect to the words’ ref-
erents as imagined on an upright human body viewed from a 3rd per-
son perspective.

3. Experiment 2: Iconicity judgment

3.1. Participants

In the second experiment 15 subjects participated (3 females,
mean age=22.7 years), who received a financial remuneration for
participation and who had not participated in the previous experi-
ment. Subjects declared themselves through informal verbal inquiry
to be right-handed and to be French native speakers.

3.1.1. Design and procedure
As stimuli we used the same 38 words referring to body parts as in

the previous experiment. In total the experiment consisted of 360
word pairs referring to body parts according to a: 2 (spatial position:
congruent vs. incongruent)×9 (distance: 1=close, 9=far)×20 rep-
etitions design.

In the second experiment subjects were asked to make iconicity
judgments. At the beginning of the experiment participants were
instructed to indicate if the spatial position of the words on the screen
was congruent or incongruent with respect to the actual spatial posi-
tion of the body parts to which the words referred. Participants were
instructed to judge the spatial arrangement with respect to an up-
right human body as viewed from a 3rd person perspective. If the
spatial position of the words was congruent subjects were required
to press the left button of a serial response box and if the spatial po-
sition was incongruent subjects were required to press the right but-
ton. Subject always responded with their right hand. At the beginning
of the experiment subjects performed 16 practice trials to familiarize
with the task.

For the analysis, trials with incorrect responses and trials that
exceeded the subject's mean by more than two standard deviations
were excluded from analysis. Reaction times and error rates to target
trials were analyzed using a 2×9 repeated measures ANOVA with the
factors Congruency (congruent vs. incongruent spatial position) and
Distance (1=close, 9=far).

3.2. Results

On average subjects made incorrect responses in 9.8% of all trials,
subjects missed responses in 2.3% of all trials and 0.2% of all trials was
removed because they were more than 2 standard deviations above
or below the subjects average reaction time.

Error rates are represented on the left side of Fig. 3. Analysis of the
error rates revealed a main effect of Congruency, F(1, 14)=11.7,
pb .005, η2=.46, reflecting more errors for words in an incongruent
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compared to a congruent spatial position. A main effect of Distance,
F(8, 112)=38.5, pb .001, η2=.73, reflected that subjects made
more errors to words referring to body parts that are close together
compared to body parts that are further apart. An interaction bet-
ween Congruency and Distance, F(8, 112)=2.1, pb .05, η2=.13,
reflected that the effect of distance was slightly stronger for words
presented in an incongruent compared to a congruent spatial posi-
tion. Analysis of the contrasts revealed that the main effect of Dis-
tance in error rates was best explained, by assuming a 5th order
contrast, F(1, 14)=6.5, pb .05.

Reaction times are represented on the right side of Fig. 3. A main ef-
fect of Congruency, F(1, 14)=33.8, η2=.71, pb .001, reflected slower
reaction times to words presented in an incongruent compared to a
congruent spatial position. A main effect of Distance, F(8, 112)=20.2,
η2=.59, pb .001, reflected slower reaction times to words referring to
body parts that are close together compared to body parts that are fur-
ther apart. No significant interaction was found (Fb1). An analysis of
the contrasts revealed that the main effect of Distance was best
explained by assuming a quadratic contrast, F(1, 14)=6.5, pb .05.

3.2.1. Control for repetition effects
In the second experiment body parts were randomly combined to

generate word pairs that differed in the spatial proximity of the
words’ referents. However, by definition the possible number of
word combinations for body parts that are further apart (e.g. relative
distance D8 or D9) is more limited than the possible number of
word combinations for body parts that are close in space (e.g. relative
distance D1 or D2). As a consequence, words referring to the most
upper or lower parts of the body may have been selected more often
and the decrease in reaction times for words referring to body parts
that are further apart may actually reflect repetition priming or recen-
cy effects for frequently presented words (Segui & Grainger, 1990). To
control for this possible confoundwe conducted an additional analysis
inwhichwe split the data in three different blocks. If the body distance
effect could be attributed to stimulus repetitions, a stronger body dis-
tance effect should be expected in the final compared to the first block
(i.e. interaction between Block and Distance). The additional analysis
showed a main effect of Block, F(2, 28)=10.0, pb .001, η2=.42,
reflecting an overall decrease in reaction times with increased prac-
tice. However, Block did not interact with Distance (Fb1), suggesting
that the body distance effect was constant across blocks.

3.2.2. Control for semantic category effects
Similar to the first experiment, we conducted an additional analy-

sis to control for the possible confound that the distance effects were
Fig. 3. Behavioral data from Experiment 2. Error rates (left graph) and reaction times (right g
between the body parts that the words refer to (D1=close, D9=far). Black lines represent r
word pairs in an incongruent spatial position.
partly driven by the semantic category representing the most upper
and lower part of the human body. Without category D9, still a strong
effect of Distance was observed in the reaction times, F(7, 98)=21.3,
pb .001, and in the error rates, F(7, 98)=38.9, pb .001. These findings
rule out the possible confound that the distance effect is driven by the
semantic category representing the most upper and lower part of the
body.

3.2.3. Individual subjects analysis
In the second experiment we tested a relatively low number of

subjects (n=15), especially compared to previous studies on this
topic (e.g. Zwaan & Yaxley, 2003b). To assess the robustness of the
spatial congruency effect and the body distance effect, we conducted
an additional analysis. For each subject we calculated the congruency
effect by subtracting the average reaction times to congruent from in-
congruent trials. In addition, for each subject we calculated the re-
gression coefficient that best fitted the data for the body distance
effect (e.g. a negative regression coefficient is indicative of faster reac-
tion times with increased distance between body parts). It was found
that 14 out of 15 subjects showed a spatial congruency effect and
for 14 out of 15 subjects the data was fitted with a negative regression
coefficient, indicative of a body distance effect at an individual subject
level. Together these findings further support the robustness of
the spatial congruency effect and the distance effect in the second
experiment.

3.3. Discussion

In the second experiment subjects made iconicity judgments to
word pairs referring to body parts. First, a congruency effect was ob-
served, reflected in faster reaction times to word pairs that were pre-
sented in a spatially congruent compared to an incongruent position.
The congruency effect likely reflects that a spatial match between the
body representation and the visual presentation of the words on the
screen results in faster reaction times. That is, because body parts
have a predefined spatial relation, iconic body word pairs (i.e. corre-
sponding to the prototypical arrangement of body parts) are processed
faster than reverse-iconic body word pairs. When making a semantic
categorization judgment (Experiment 1) no spatial congruency effect
was observed but subjects still activated information about the relative
distance between body parts, as evidenced by a distance effect. In con-
trast, thefinding of a spatial congruency effect in the secondexperiment
suggests that subjects activated spatial body representations in an abso-
lute frameof reference (i.e. a body as viewed froma 3rdpersonperspec-
tive) when making iconicity judgments.
raph) for Experiment 2 (iconicity judgment). The x-axis represents the relative distance
esponses to word pairs in a congruent spatial position, blue lines represent responses to

image of Fig.�3
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Second, a distance effect was observed, which—in contrast to Ex-
periment 1—was reflected in a decrease in reaction times and error
rates for body parts that were spatially further apart. The distance ef-
fect as observed in the second experiment can be considered as a spe-
cific instance of the symbolic distance effect, that is typically reflected
in faster reaction times in a size estimation task if the difference be-
tween the sizes increases (Moyer & Bayer, 1976; Moyer & Landauer,
1967). Previous studies have shown distance effects for the compari-
son of animals (Paivio, 1975), geographical locations (Maki, 1981)
and familiar objects (Dean et al., 2005; Marschark & Paivio, 1981). Al-
though recent studies have reported a symbolic distance effect in a
task requiring subjects to make explicit comparisons between the rel-
ative distances of body parts (Smeets et al., 2009; Struiksma et al.,
2011), in the present study, a symbolic distance effect was observed
even though the relative distance between body parts was irrelevant
to the subject's task. In addition, previous work established the dis-
tance effect for the processing of body parts only at a relatively coarse
level. As a consequence it could partly reflect a categorical organiza-
tion of body parts into hierarchically organized clusters (Andersen,
1978; Blasing, Schack, & Brugger, 2010). Here, we report that the
symbolic distance effect for body parts was found for body parts
that were both close and far in space.

An important question is why the semantic categorization task
resulted in a distance effect that is compatible with the mental scan-
ning hypothesis (i.e. longer RTs with increased distance), whereas the
iconicity judgment task resulted in a distance effect that is compatible
with the symbolic distance effect (i.e. shorter RTs with increased dis-
tance). One important reason for why the iconicity judgment task
resulted in a decrease in reaction times with increased distance on
the body surface is the following. When making an iconicity judg-
ment, subjects were required to indicate if the observed spatial posi-
tion of words on a screen was congruent with their memorized
location of the words’ referents. In other words: the iconicity judg-
ment required a comparison between an observed spatial arrange-
ment and a memorized spatial arrangement of body parts. This
comparison process was facilitated if the spatial distance between
the words’ referents was larger, because comparing large distance dif-
ferences is easier than comparing small distance differences (Moyer &
Bayer, 1976; Moyer & Landauer, 1967). On this account, it is the actual
comparison process between an observed and a memorized spatial
representation that results in slower reaction times for body parts
that are close in space during the iconicity judgment task. In contrast,
during a semantic categorization task no comparison is required and
the reading of the words on the screen likely triggers the activation of
a memorized spatial representation. In case the distance between
both body parts increases it is more difficult to determine whether
both words belong to the same semantic category (i.e. scanning the
mental image of the human body takes longer) and this is reflected
in slower reaction times.

Together, the findings from the second experiment suggest that
making a decision about the visual properties of body semantics is ac-
companied by the activation of a detailed spatial body representation,
specifying both the location and the relative distance of body parts.
An interesting question is what possible neural mechanism could un-
derlie the spatial congruency effect and the symbolic distance effect
observed in the second experiment. Previous studies have associated
impaired knowledge of body semantics with left hemispheric lesions
(Coslett et al., 2002; Kemmerer & Tranel, 2008; Laiacona et al., 2006;
Schwoebel & Coslett, 2005). However, it is unclear whether these pa-
tients were primarily impaired at relating the names of body parts to
their corresponding location or suffered from a general deficit in their
body schema. Spatial representations of the human body have been
described at many different levels of the brain, such as the primary
motor cortex and somatosensory cortex (Flanders, 2005), but also in
the extrastriate body area (Chan, Kravitz, Truong, Arizpe, & Baker,
2010; Orlov, Makin, & Zohary, 2010). A common characteristic feature
of these areas is that the body is represented in a somatotopically or-
ganized fashion in both hemispheres, although the abovementioned
clinical studies suggested a left hemispheric dominance of body se-
mantics. Finally, several studies have shown that both hemispheres
have specialized linguistic functions. For instance, whereas the left
hemisphere is mainly involved in retrieving literal word meaning,
the right hemisphere may support the retrieval of more remote se-
mantic associations, as for instance in processing metaphors or dis-
course (Beeman, Bowden, & Gernsbacher, 2000; Schmidt, DeBuse, &
Seger, 2007). Thus, at present it is unclear whether a clear hemispher-
ic specialization exists, supporting the retrieval of spatial information
associated with body semantics.

To investigate the possibility of hemispheric specialization for
body semantics, in a third experiment we used the same paradigm
as in the second experiment, but rather than presenting the words
centrally on the screen, word pairs were presented to the left and
right visual field (cf. Zwaan & Yaxley, 2003a). If body semantics are
selectively represented in the left hemisphere (Coslett et al., 2002;
Kemmerer & Tranel, 2008; Laiacona et al., 2006; Schwoebel & Coslett,
2005), a stronger spatial congruency effect and symbolic distance ef-
fect should be expected for words presented to the right visual field
compared to the left visual field. Alternatively, if body semantics re-
cruits spatial processing in both hemispheres, a comparable spatial
congruency effect and symbolic distance effect may be expected for
words presented in both visual fields.

4. Experiment 3: Iconicity judgments in the left and right visual
field

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Participants
In the third experiment 14 right-handed and French speaking par-

ticipants were tested (3 females, mean age=21.2 years) who did not
participate in the previous experiments. Data from 2 participants was
excluded from analysis because of errors in more than 25% of all trials.

4.1.2. Stimuli
The same stimuli were used as in the second experiment. For each

category, each word pair was presented both in the left visual field
and in the right visual field. Thus in total the experiment consisted
of 720 trials, according to the following design: 2 (Visual field: left
vs. right)×2 (Spatial position: congruent vs. incongruent)×9 (Dis-
tance: 1=close, 9=far)×20 repetitions. Word pairs were presented
100 pixels (approximately 1.8 visual degrees) to the left or right side
of the centre of the screen. At this distance it was still possible to read
the words while maintaining fixation at the fixation cross. Previous
studies on lateralization of word processing have used comparable
settings for visual word presentation (see for instance: Graves,
1983; Regard, Landis, & Graves, 1985).

4.1.3. Design and procedure
The experimental design and procedure were similar as in Exper-

iment 2. In addition, subjects were explicitly instructed to maintain
fixation on the central fixation cross and to avoid making eye move-
ments to the word pairs. Compliance with this instruction was
checked by having subjects perform two subsequent practice ses-
sions, in which subjects familiarized with the task. In addition, during
the experiment subject's eye movements were measured with a web-
cam, aligned with the experimental events and stored for offline anal-
ysis. Visual inspection of these videos confirmed that the remaining
12 participants managed to maintain fixation throughout the experi-
ment. In contrast to the first and second experiment, subjects had
5000 ms after stimulus onset to respond before the word pair was
replaced with a fixation cross. Due to the increased task difficulty, a
shorter response interval would have resulted in too many missed
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responses. Similar to the previous experiments, subjects always
responded with their right hand, by pressing the left key of a response
box if the body parts were in a congruent spatial position and the
right key if the body parts were in an incongruent position. Reaction
times and error rates were analyzed using a 2×2×9 repeated mea-
sures ANOVA with the factors Visual field (left vs. right), Congruency
(congruent vs. incongruent spatial position) and Distance (1=close,
9=far).
4.2. Results

Incorrect responses were detected in 10.6% of all trials, missed re-
sponses in 0.9% of all trials and less than 0.2% of all trials was removed
because it was more than 2 standard deviations above or below the
subjects average reaction time.

Error rates are represented in the left side of Fig. 4. For the analysis of
the error rates a main effect of Congruency was found, F(1, 11)=6.5,
η2=.37, pb .05, reflecting more errors for words in an incongruent
compared to a congruent spatial position. A main effect of Distance,
F(8, 88)=56.0, η2=.84, pb .001, reflected that subjects made more
errors to words referring to body parts that are close together com-
pared to body parts that are further apart. A marginally significant
interaction between Congruency and Distance, F(8, 88)=1.4,
η2=.15, p=.06, reflected that the effect of distance was slightly
stronger for words presented in an incongruent compared to a con-
gruent spatial position. No other significant interactions were ob-
served. Finally, a main effect of Visual field was found, F(1, 11)=
10.5, η2=.49, pb .01, reflecting more errors for words presented in
the left visual field compared to the right visual field. Analysis of
the contrasts revealed that the main effect of Distance was best
explained, by assuming a cubic contrast, F(1,11)=43.6, pb .001.
Fig. 4. Behavioral data from Experiment 3. Error rates (left graphs) and reaction times (righ
word pairs presented in the left visual field and lower graphs represent responses to word
tween the body parts that the words refer to (D1=close, D9=far). Black lines represent re
word pairs in an incongruent spatial position.
Reaction times are represented on the right side of Fig. 4. A main ef-
fect of Congruency, F(1, 11)=9.4, pb .05, η2=.46, reflected slower re-
action times to words presented in an incongruent compared to a
congruent spatial position. A main effect of Distance, F(8, 88)=37.4,
pb .001, η2=.77, reflected slower reaction times to words referring to
body parts that are close together compared to body parts that are fur-
ther apart. No significant interactionswere found (Fb1). Finally, a main
effect of Visual field, F(1, 11)=17.1, pb .005, η2=.61, reflected slower
reaction times to words presented in the left visual field (1801 ms,
SE=100) compared to the right visual field (1736 ms, SE=99). An
analysis of the contrasts revealed that the main effect of distance was
best explained by a quadratic contrast, F(1, 11)=9.2, pb .05.

4.2.1. Control for repetition effects
In an additional analysis we again controlled for the possible con-

found that the body distance effect could be attributed to differences
in frequency of presentation between the different stimulus catego-
ries. To this end, the data was split in 3 different blocks (data from
1 subject was not included in the additional analysis, due to insuffi-
cient data points). A significant main effect of Block, F(2, 20)=33.8,
pb .001, η2=.77, reflected an overall decrease in reaction times
with increased practice. Importantly, Block did not interact with Dis-
tance (F(16, 160)=1.4, p=.14, η2=.12), suggesting that the body
distance effect did not differ across the different blocks.

4.2.2. Control for semantic category effects
Similar to the first and second experiment, we conducted an addi-

tional analysis to control for the possible confound that the distance ef-
fects were partly driven by the semantic category representing
the most upper and lower part of the human body. Without category
D9, still a strong effect of Distance was observed in the reaction
times, F(7, 77)=34.0, pb .001, and in the error rates, F(7, 77)=59.4,
t graphs) for Experiment 3 (iconicity judgment). Upper graphs represent responses to
pairs presented in the right visual field. The x-axis represents the relative distance be-
sponses to word pairs in a congruent spatial position, blue lines represent responses to

image of Fig.�4
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pb .001. These findings rule out the possible confound that the distance
effect is driven by the semantic category representing the most upper
and lower part of the body.

4.2.3. Individual subjects analysis
In an additional analysis, we assessed the robustness of the spatial

congruency effect at an individual subject level. It was found that 11
out of 12 subjects showed the spatial congruency effect and the body
distance effect was observed in all participants (as evidenced by nega-
tive regression coefficients for all subjects), thereby confirming the ro-
bustness of the effects observed, despite the relatively low number of
subjects tested.

4.3. Discussion

The third experiment replicates findings from the second experi-
ment, by showing a congruency effect for body parts presented in a
congruent compared to an incongruent spatial position, and a dis-
tance effect, reflected in faster reaction times to body parts that are
further apart. However, neither the congruency effect nor the dis-
tance effect was modulated by the visual field to which the word
pairs were presented. This finding suggests that the spatial congruen-
cy effect for body parts and the distance effect are most likely mediat-
ed by activating spatial information regarding the human body across
both hemispheres. It could be that patients with impaired knowledge
of body semantics and damage to left temporal areas (Coslett et al.,
2002; Laiacona et al., 2006; Schwoebel & Coslett, 2005) are specifical-
ly impaired in accessing body semantics at a lexico-semantic level
(i.e. relating the names of words to the corresponding body parts),
whereas they have a spared spatial representation of the human
body. The possible functional and neural implications of these find-
ings will be discussed in more detail in the general discussion.

5. General discussion

In three behavioral experiments we assessed the functional orga-
nization of body semantics with respect to congruency, distance on
the body surface, and stimulated hemifield. Two main findings sup-
port the view that the processing of body semantics is accompanied
by the activation of a detailed spatial body representation. First,
when making a semantic relatedness judgment (Experiment 1) a dis-
tance effect was observed, reflected in slower responses to body parts
that are further apart. In contrast, when making an iconicity judg-
ment (Experiments 2 and 3) a distance effect was observed that
was reflected in relatively slow responses to body parts that are
close in space (e.g. EYE / MOUTH) and faster responses to body
parts that are far in space (e.g. EYE / FOOT). Second, when asked to
make iconicity judgments about word pairs referring to body parts
(Experiments 2 and 3) but not during semantic relatedness judg-
ments (Experiment 1), participants were faster if the body parts
were in a congruent spatial position (EYE / MOUTH) compared to
an incongruent spatial position (MOUTH / EYE). We will first discuss
effects of spatial congruency and next focus on the possible functional
and neural mechanisms underlying the distance effects.

5.1. Spatial congruency effect

At a functional level the congruency effect likely reflects a match or
mismatch between a spatial representation of the human body, activat-
ed by reading the words, and the location of the words on the screen.
That is, tomake an iconicity judgment of word pairs one needs to access
a representation of the human body, specifying the relative spatial posi-
tion of body parts. If the activated representation matches with the ac-
tual spatial position of thewords, this results in a facilitation of response
times, whereas a mismatch results in delayed response times. A similar
mechanism is likely involved in the spatial Stroop effect, in which the
task-irrelevant location of a stimulus is automatically encoded and af-
fects word recognition (Lu & Proctor, 2001). In contrast to the spatial
Stroop effect, in the present study a spatial congruency effect was only
observed when the spatial position of the words was relevant to the
subject's task (Experiments 2 and 3), whereas no interference was ob-
served if the spatial positionwas irrelevant (Experiment 1). This finding
suggests that the present congruency effect is not driven purely by bot-
tom-up stimulus features, but rather by the requirement to compare
observed with memorized spatial locations of body parts.

The fact that the spatial congruency effect was only found during
an iconicity judgment task but not during a semantic categorization
task seems to be in apparent conflict with the classical finding of a
congruency effect when making a semantic relatedness judgment
about words referring to objects (Zwaan & Yaxley, 2003b). At least
two factors could underlie this apparent discrepancy. First, the rela-
tion between words and their visual associations is more complicated
in the case of body parts than for external objects. We perceive
human bodies both from a first and a 3rd person perspective and in
addition not all body parts can be easily perceived or are perceived
equally often. An interesting possibility for future research would be
to make a direct comparison between body semantics and object se-
mantics (e.g. have car experts judge the spatial congruency of word
pairs referring to car parts), to investigate the possibility that the au-
tomaticity of visuo-spatial representations during language proces-
sing differs between semantic categories.

Second, only in the case of an iconicity judgment it was clear to the
subject what specific visual body representation needed to be activated
in order to solve the task. The finding of a spatial congruency effect dur-
ing the iconicity judgment task suggests that subjects actually accessed
a spatial representation of the human body that specified the absolute
position of body parts. The spatial congruency effect was probably relat-
ed to the instruction to judge the spatial arrangement of thewords ‘with
respect to an upright human body as viewed from a 3rd person perspec-
tive’. This instruction likely resulted in the grounding of the spatial body
representation in an absolute rather than a relative frame of reference.
In contrast, in the first experiment when the frame of reference was
left implicit no spatial congruency effect was observed, whereas infor-
mation about the relative position of body parts was preserved as evi-
denced by a distance effect. The finding of a spatial congruency effect
for words referring to body parts can be considered an extension of pre-
vious studies, showing a visual processing advantage for bodies that are
aligned with the observer's body axis (Lobmaier & Mast, 2007; Lopez
et al., 2009; Reed et al., 2003). An interesting possibility would be to in-
vestigate if manipulating one's body posture or body position (e.g. hav-
ing subjects perform the task while lying or while in an upside-down
position) has similar effects on the processing of body semantics, as it
has on the processing of visual body representations.

5.2. Distance effects

In addition to the spatial congruency effect, in all experiments a dis-
tance effect was observed, reflected in a modulation of reaction times
with increased distance. The distance effect provides further support
for the notion that subjects implicitly retrieved detailed information
about the relative position of body parts when processing body seman-
tics. When making a semantic categorization (Experiment 1) reaction
times increased with increased distance, whereas when making an ico-
nicity judgment (Experiments 2 and 3) reaction times decreased with
increased distance between the body parts. The finding of an increase
in reaction times with increased perceptual distance between the
words’ referents (Experiment 1) is reminiscent of visual imagery find-
ings, in which the time required to scan mental images increases with
longer distances (Kosslyn et al., 1978). Similarly, in a language experi-
ment it was found that participants were faster in a part verification
task when responding to object parts that were close compared to far
with respect to the perspective imposed by the preceding sentence
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(Borghi et al., 2004). In the present study, in case the distance between
both body parts increased it was probably more difficult to determine
whether bothwords belonged to the same semantic category (i.e. scan-
ning the mental image of the human body takes longer) than when the
referring body parts were close in space.

In contrast, when making an iconicity judgment reaction times de-
creased with increased distance between the body parts (Experiments
2 and 3), which can be considered an instance of the symbolic distance
effect (Moyer & Bayer, 1976; Moyer & Landauer, 1967). When making
an iconicity judgment, subjects were required to indicate if the ob-
served spatial position of words on a screen was congruent with their
memorized location of the words’ referents. In other words: the iconic-
ity judgment required a comparison between an observed spatial ar-
rangement and a memorized spatial arrangement of body parts. This
comparison process was facilitated if the spatial distance between the
words’ referents was larger, because comparing large distance differ-
ences is easier than comparing small distance differences (Moyer &
Bayer, 1976; Moyer & Landauer, 1967).

A plausible explanation of the symbolic distance effect, is provided
by the place coding model (for review, see: Verguts, Fias, & Stevens,
2005). This model assumes that the relevant stimuli, for instance num-
bers, dates, geographical locations and in our case: body parts, are some-
how spatially represented. According to the place coding model reading
for example the word ‘nose’ results, due to spreading activation related
to the processing of a specific stimulus, in the activation of neighboring
representations as well (e.g. eye, mouth, etc.). As a consequence, due to
overlapping representations two stimuli that are nearby are more diffi-
cult to discern than two stimuli that elicit non-overlapping representa-
tions. This leads to interference that is reflected in slower responses to
body parts that are close in space and faster responses to body parts
that are spatially further apart. Please note that this explanation and
the present data remain agonistic about the type of spatial representation
that is involved at the neural level: the symbolic distance effect for body
parts could be mediated by the spreading of activation in motor, so-
matosensory or even visual areas (e.g. the extrastriate body area; EBA)
that follow a somatotopic representation of the human body. Future
studies would need to address the precise relation between body se-
mantics and the precise neural structures supporting spatial body
representations.

The present findings on congruency and distance effects are in line
with previous studies that have shown congruency effects for the pro-
cessing of words referring to real-world objects (e.g. roof / attic; Zwaan
& Yaxley, 2003a, 2003b) and symbolic distance effects after verbal com-
parison of animals (Noordzij & Postma, 2005; Paivio, 1975) and geo-
graphical locations (Maki, 1981). In addition the findings from
Experiment 2 and 3 are in agreementwith thefindings from recent stud-
ies in which subjects were required to compare the distance between
two body widths (Smeets et al., 2009; Struiksma et al., 2011). In these
studies a decrease in reaction times was observed with increased dis-
tance difference in the horizontal plane and in addition a relation was
observed between the distance effect andbody shape concern. However,
in previous studies subjects were explicitly required to make a distance
comparison between body parts, whereas in the present study the rela-
tive distance between body parts was task-irrelevant. Still, the finding of
a distance effect when making an iconicity judgment suggest that tasks
like this may be usable for clinical purposes as well (e.g. assessment of
body image and body schema disturbances).

The present study has important implications for theories on em-
bodied cognition. Two key questions in discussions on embodied cog-
nition are (1) whether activation in modality-specific brain areas is
automatic and bottom-up or driven by contextual and top-down in-
fluences (Pulvermuller & Fadiga, 2010) and (2) to what extent activa-
tion in modality-specific brain areas is necessary for language
understanding (Fischer & Zwaan, 2008; Mahon & Caramazza, 2008).
The finding that both the spatial congruency effect and the distance
effect are modulated by task requirements (semantic categorization
vs. iconicity judgment) argues against the view that the activation
of spatial information is automatic and necessary for language under-
standing (see also: Hoenig et al., 2008; Louwerse & Jeuniaux, 2008,
2010; Rueschemeyer et al., 2009). Only when participants made an
iconic judgment about the spatial properties of body semantics a
clear spatial congruency effect was observed. In addition, making a
semantic categorization response resulted in a distance effect that is
consistent with the mental scanning hypothesis, whereas making an
iconicity judgment resulted in a distance effect that is consistent
with the symbolic distance effect. Thereby, the present study suggests
that different perceptual representations are activated depending on
the task requirements. Our data suggests that a structural description
of the human body specifying the absolute position of body parts
(Schwoebel & Coslett, 2005) is only activated when information
about the absolute position of body parts as viewed from a 3rd person
perspective is relevant to the subject's task. In contrast, when the spa-
tial perspective was left implicit as in the semantic categorization
task, only information about the relative position of body parts was
activated, as evidenced by the distance effect. The selective activation
of spatial information in association with body semantics can be con-
sidered an instance of Allport's selection for action principle (1987)
according to which a subject's task intention determines the activa-
tion of relevant information.

5.3. Limitations and open issues

In addition to these main findings several minor issues require
discussion. First, when selecting the word pairs referring to body
parts we did not control for lexico-semantic features or frequency of
presentation for the different body parts. This was an inevitable con-
sequence of the fact that the number of words referring to body parts
is limited and that the different body parts could be combined in
many different ways to construe word pairs representing different
distances between the words’ referents. However, the finding that
no congruency effect was observed in the first experiment, in which
subjects made a semantic relatedness judgment, suggests that the ef-
fects in the other experiments cannot be attributed to differences in
lexico-semantic features. In addition, the random assignment of
body words to different body pairs ensured that over subjects the dif-
ferent possible combinations of body pairs were equally balanced out,
which would not have been possible with a predefined assignment of
body parts to different categories. Finally, in an additional analysis it
was found that the distance effect was constant over experimental
blocks, thereby further minimizing the possibility that the effect can
be attributed to repeated stimulus presentations.

In the first experiment subjects always responded to congruent and
incongruent word pairs by pressing the same button, whereas in Exper-
iments 2 and 3 congruent and incongruent word pairs involved differ-
ent button press responses. The fact that in Experiments 2 and 3 the
congruency effects were measured by using different response buttons,
was an inevitable consequence of using a spatial iconicity task. That is,
in a spatial iconicity task subjects are explicitly required to classify stim-
uli according to their spatial congruity (i.e. congruent or incongruent),
which always involves a selection between two responses. It is difficult
to comeupwith a design inwhich this iconicity decision can bemapped
to a single button presswithout introducing other confounds (e.g. a go /
no go task would result in responses to congruent and incongruent tri-
als being acquired in different blocks and thereby in possible block-
order effects). However, it is unlikely that the different distance and
congruency effects observed between the experiments could be partly
attributed to differences in the response selection process (i.e. selecting
one vs. two buttons to respond). First, previous studies have indicated
that spatial compatibility effects, such as the Simon effect, the Stroop ef-
fect, or the SNARC effect likely arise at the level of response selection, as
stimuli and responses share overlapping features (i.e. responding to a
stimulus at the left side with the left hand; Keus, Jenks, & Schwarz,
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2005; Lu & Proctor, 1995). In contrast, in the present study therewas no
overlap between the relevant stimulus dimension (congruent vs. incon-
gruent spatial position) and the mapping of the response buttons (left
vs. right), thereby making the possibility that the effects observed
arise at the level of response selection less likely. Second, it should be
noted that although responses to word pairs in a congruent and incon-
gruent spatial position involved different button presses, the finding
that the distance effect was constant for both congruent and incongru-
ent responses suggests that this effect was not modulated by the selec-
tion of a response button. Thus the comparison of the distance effect
between the different experiments seems warranted and the finding
that the distance effect is modulated by the task (semantic relatedness
judgment vs. iconicity judgment) suggests that the task requirements
are the driving factor underlying differences between Experiments 1
and 2 rather than differences in response selection.

In the third experiment it was found that subjects responded
slower and were less accurate to word pairs presented in the left
compared to the right visual field, thereby replicating previous find-
ings (Bryden, 1965; Graves, 1983; Hugdahl, 2000; Mishkin & Forgays,
1952; Regard et al., 1985) and supporting the compliance of subjects
with the instruction to maintain fixation. However, in the present
study the right visual field advantage could also be partly confounded
with the fact that participants always responded with their right
hand, thereby resulting in an attentional bias to the right side (e.g.
Eimer, Forster, Van Velzen, & Prabhu, 2005) and/or an additional con-
gruence between field of presentation and side of responding
(Weems & Zaidel, 2005). Neither the congruency effect nor the dis-
tance effect wasmodulated by the visual field of presentation. This re-
sult stands in apparent contrast to the findings by Zwaan and Yaxley
(2003a, 2003b), who found a spatial congruency effect only for words
presented to the left visual field in line with the proposed dominance
of the right hemisphere for processing visuo-spatial relations. How-
ever, it should be pointed out that the present study investigated spa-
tial relations for a different class of stimuli (i.e. body parts). The
finding that the congruency effect and distance effect for body parts
was not modulated by the visual field to which the stimuli were pre-
sented, is in line with the idea that the brain contains multiple bilat-
eral representations of the human body (de Vignemont, 2010).
Exactly which body representation underlies the effects observed in
the present study remains to be determined in future research.

6. Conclusions

Themain finding of the present study is that the processing of body-
semantics results in the activation of a detailed visuo-spatial body rep-
resentation that is dependent on the specific task requirements. When
making a semantic categorization response we found a distance effect
that is consistent with a visual imagery explanation. In contrast, when
making an iconicity judgment we found a distance effect that is consis-
tent with the symbolic distance effect and in addition we observed a
spatial congruency effect. These findings underline the flexibility of em-
bodied language processing with respect to body semantics.
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